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1: Which command is used to view the available utilities offered by the ACS firmware?
A. LIST
B. DIRECTORY
C. VIEW UTILITIES
D. SHOW UTILITIES
Correct Answers: B

2: Which ACS Version is required to run DRM?
A. 8.7D
B. 8.7F
C. 8.7P
D. 8.7S
Correct Answers: C

3: In Transparent Failover mode, unit D102 with no preferred path is presented through port ____.
A. 2 on the bottom controller
B. 2 on both controllers
C. 1 on both controllers
D. 1 on the top controller
Correct Answers: A

4: An MA8000 has been operating in a single controller configuration. You added a second HSG80 controller for redundancy and started a CLI session through the serial port of the new (lower) controller. Which command do you use to include the new controller into the existing configuration?
A. SET FAILOVER COPY=THIS_CONTROLLER
B. SET MULTIBUS_FAILOVER=THIS_CONTROLLER
C. SET FAILOVER COPY=OTHER_CONTROLLER
D. SET MULTIBUS_FAILOVER=OTHER_CONTROLLER
Correct Answers: C

5: What do you enter at the CLI prompt to configure a CCL (command console LUN) on your HSG80 controller which will be fixed to LUN 0?
A. SET THIS_CONTROLLER SCSI_VERSION=SCSI-2
B. SET D0 SCSI_VERSION=SCSI-2
C. SET D0 SCSI_VERSION=SCSI-3
D. SET THIS_CONTROLLER SCSI_VERSION=SCSI-3
Correct Answers: D

6: You want to remotely configure an HSG80 controller. Before the first remote connection can be established, you must establish a local connection and ____.
A. create a CCL (command console LUN)
7: How many HSG controllers are supported in an M2200 enclosure?
   A.2
   B.4
   C.6
   D.22
   **Correct Answers: A**

8: Which ACS versions support cloning?
   A.8.7G, 8.7F, 8.7S, 8.7L and 8.7P only
   B.8.7G, 8.7F and 8.7S only
   C.8.7G and 8.7F only
   D.8.7G and 8.7L only
   **Correct Answers: A**

9: Which SWCC menu selection sequence is likely to cause customer data loss?
   A.Storage, Controller Configuration, Open
   B.Storage, Controller Configuration, Save
   C.Storage, Controller Configuration, Load
   D.Storage, Controller Configuration, Restart
   **Correct Answers: C**

10: A model 4300 drive enclosure with a single power supply contains ____ blowers.
    A.1
    B.2
    C.3
    D.4
    **Correct Answers: B**

11: Which utility is used to load a patch for the ACS firmware?
    A.CLCP
    B.FMU
    C.CLONE
    D.CONFIG
    **Correct Answers: A**

12: Which cache module does the bottom controller use?
    A.configurable
    B.always left
    C.left only if the right slot is empty
D. always right

**Correct Answers: D**

13: The RA8000 CLI command INITIALIZE initializes ____.
A. metadata only
B. metadata and user data areas
C. user data areas only
D. the NVRAM of the HSG80 controller

**Correct Answers: A**

14: You have connected port 1 of the upper HSG80 controller to an FC switch and opened a terminal session through the serial port of the same controller. Which CLI command do you use to establish the correct topology on port 1?
A. SET PORT_1 TOPOLOGY=LOOP
B. SET THIS_CONTROLLER_PORT_1_TOPOLOGY=FABRIC
C. SET PORT_1_TOPOLOGY=FABRIC
D. SET THIS CONTROLLER TOPOLOGY=1

**Correct Answers: B**

15: When the CONFIG utility is used after a physical disk was moved from one drive bay to another, the moved disk will be ____.
A. rediscovered and added to the spareset
B. rediscovered and reassigned to the storageset
C. added to the controller configuration with a new name and deleted with the old name
D. added to the controller configuration with a new name and the old name will not be removed from the controller configuration

**Correct Answers: D**